Predatory stem cells in the non-zebrafish chordate, Botryllus schlosseri.
Botryllus schlosseri is a primitive marine chordate which provides a new model organism to study stem cell biology for several reasons. First, B. schlosseri is a colonial organism that undergoes continuous and regular asexual development. Botryllus adults regenerate themselves, including all somatic tissues and the germline, every week. Second, under natural conditions the cells responsible can mobilize and transplant between two individuals. Once transplanted, these cells can proliferate, differentiate, and often completely replace the cells of the host in both the germline and/or somatic tissues. These processes are called germ cell parasitism (gcp), or somatic cell parasitism (scp), respectively, and we have shown that there are winners and losers in this process, implying that the competitive ability of stem cells is a genetically-determined trait. Fundamental characteristics of stem cell biology, such as self-renewal capacity, homing, or differentiation kinetics must underlie the ability of a stem cell of one genotype to out-compete a stem cell of another genotype, and we are using this system prospectively to isolate the cells responsible and to analyze the molecular mechanisms underlying gcp and scp phenotypes.